
“So come on, let’s leave the preschool 
fingerprinting exercises on Christ and get 
on with the grand work of art. Grow up in 

Christ.” 

Hebrews 6:1-2 
(The Message)
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“baby gods” 
Who Needs God? 
October 1, 2017 

Introduction: (60-95 CE) Hebrews is written to Christians. 
Aging is inevitable. M_______ is optional. 

The problem with m_______ is the requirement of leaving behind 
 elementary teaching (not rejecting but building upon). 
Christian m________ is the capacity to distinguish good from evil. 
This discernment only comes by practice and exercise. 
Practice and exercise include f_______, being hurt, and trying again. 

First century Christians were considered atheists by the Roman culture 
because they did not believe in the Roman pantheon of gods or worship 

the deified Caesars. - Andy Stanley 

Christian de-Conversion 
1. Grew up in a religious e__________________. 
2. Experienced a c_____________ conversion. 
3. Transitioned to an irreligious environment & _______ it. A lot! 
4. Began asking a_____ questions about your c_________ faith. 
5. You received f_____ - based answers to f____-based questions. 

I woke up and I did not believe anymore. 
or 

1, 2, and 3. Experienced a faith-crushing e_______. With the result: 
I _________ not believe anymore. 

baby gods 
1. B___________ god. Nothing bad will happen to you.  
2. On-d________ god. Always responds to fair & selfless requests. 
3. B_________/G_________ god. Emotionally moving presence. 
4. G_______ god. The god who loves you but does not like you. 
5. Anti-__________ god. Unexplainable is not evidence for God. 

If your grown up questions are more than your childhood faith 
can take, don’t quit. Move from milk to meat to maturity. 

Action Step: Hebrews 6:9-12, Stay the ________ with adult resolve. 
  Help another _______ and keep at it!
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